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A NOTE OF WELCOME

Welcome to this stimulating unit which should help you think about Australia and – implicitly – about your own
society by comparison. We find that students enjoy it as they are excited by the subject matter, by the variety
of staff expertise, by the mix of class work, reading and excursions and by the range of international students.
 
Australia Today is a Faculty of Arts and Education unit that counts for credit in the Faculties of Business and
Law, Science and Arts and Education. It is open only to international students. As a singe semester, one credit
point unit, with no prerequisites, it is available as a second or third level elective across the University.
 
It is designed to train students in the skills and understandings needed to work and study in Australia. It aims
to provide students with an introduction to key issues facing Australians today, offering a historical
perspective as well as a contemporary analysis of them. Through lectures, videos, key readings, excursions
into the field and discussions in tutorials, the unit will cover a range of topics to give a cultural orientation and
good understanding of Australian culture, history and place in the world. It is supported by the excellent
resources of the Deakin Library.
 
This Unit Guide explains the aims of the unit, describes the assessment requirements and gives details of the
assignments. You should always read this Unit Guide first and check it frequently when preparing to study or
embarking on assignment work.

CONTACT DETAILS 

Unit chair

Unit Chair:  Associate Professor Louise Johnson

Room:  ic2.208 and D1.12

Telephone:  03 52273375

Email:  lcj@deakin.edu.au

Postal:  Faculty of Arts and Education
 Deakin University Geelong
 Vic 3217

 Louise Johnson is Associate Professor of Australian Studies at Deakin University and is based on the Geelong
campus. A Human Geographer, she trained at Sydney and Monash Universities and has taught Geography,
Women‘s Studies and Social Research methods as well as Australian Studies at Deakin, ANU, Waikato
University in New Zealand and at Sydney University. Her research has focused on the changing spatial
impacts of economic change – first in the textile industry (the subject of her PhD), then in the service sector
and most recently in the cultural industries in Australia and across the globe. Dr Johnson has also researched
and published on Australian cities and suburbs and on the gendered nature of space. Major publications
include: Gaslight Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1984; Suburban Dreaming, DUP, 1994 and Placebound: Australian
Feminist Geographies, OUP, 2000 and Cultural Capitals: Revaluing the arts, Remaking urban spaces Ashgate,
2009.
You will be notified of your tutor and their contact details at the start of the teaching period.

Teaching Staff

One tutor for this unit on Burwood is Dr Matthew Richards. An historian, Dr Richards' thesis was a history of
the idea of "race" in Australia. He has taught Aboriginal History, Early European History and History of
Nationalism at James Cook University in Queensland. At Deakin University he has taught Australian Identities
and Australia and Asia. Dr Richards has also been involved with Australian history projects at James Cook
University, Deakin University and the University of New South Wales.

mailto:lcj@deakin.edu.au
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UNIT DETAILS 

Content covered

The unit studies current debates, issues and concerns in the understanding of contemporary Australian society
and culture. It focuses on the interests of international students who need skills and understandings for work
and study in Australia. Through an introduction to the key issues facing Australians today, the unit aims to
develop students' skills for working and communicating in the international context; locate Australia in various
global contexts, within the British Empire, Asia, the global economy, politics and international relations; and
take an international perspective on diversity and difference in Australian culture and society, through a range
of studies of popular culture, sport, settlement, landscape and people.

Unit aims

This unit focuses on how Australia has been shaped by its geography, its history, and its social and cultural,
political and economic experiences. It shows how they have evolved and formed Australia today.
 
The purpose of this unit is to:

Engage with the interests and needs of international students to assist in their work and study in Australia ●

Study current debates, issues and concerns in Australian society and culture ●

Provide tools, concepts and history of Australia that will facilitate understanding of this new environment ●

Develop skills in cross cultural verbal and written communication ●

Locate Australia in various global contexts; within the British Empire, in the West, in Asia, and in the●

global economy 
Offer an international perspective on diversity and difference in Australian culture and society, through●

studies of landscapes, people, cultures, myths and institutions 
Through a number of field experiences, allow exposure to and give the tools to analyse a number of iconic●

sites, experiences and groups – Immigration, Australian sports and Indigenous peoples 
Introduce international students to the Arts, especially some of the disciplinary frameworks, conventions●

and languages used in the Humanities and Social Sciences in Australia

Learning objectives

On the completion of this unit, you should be able to:

Articulate and understand some key issues in Australia Today 1.
Have an overview of Australian history, society, politics and culture2.
be able to research and present coherent information on Australian history, society, politics and culture3.
Write and structure an essay, field research report and summary of a reading in English to an acceptable4.
academic standard, using scholarly conventions 
Utilise the skills and knowledges presented in the unit to interrogate current politics, landscapes and5.
issues

Student commitment and responsibilities

It is a requirement of this unit that all students attend at least 80% of tutorials.

This unit demands work on the assignments and for classes and is therefore not necessarily easier than units
with examinations.
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Research for assignments requires the use of books (there are thousands in the library and others available
through a library CAVAL card from other libraries) and academic journals. Essays CANNOT be entirely based
on web sources. Wikipedia and other encyclopaedias are not to be used and you will be penalised if you make
overly extensive use of web sources in your work. You cannot choose the same topic for the Field Report as for
the Major Essay.

All assessment must use several non-web sources, particularly books and articles from the library as well as
the unit materials.

We will assist you in preparing your essays with advice on analysing the questions, organising its content and
referencing. Students must submit essays written in their own words and with all quotations and paraphrases
appropriately acknowledged (see Plagiarism below).

We encourage you to use the discussion forums on DSO, although recommend that if you have specific queries
you email them to Matthew Richards (matthew.richards@deakin.edu.au) and if they have general relevance we
will then post them under Announcements on DSO.

 
The Deakin ‘Student Charter’ provides an outline of your rights and responsibilities as a member of the
University community. Available in the current Handbook or online at:
 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/study-support/student-charter.php
 
Computer access: All students are expected to have access to a personal computer, as well as access to the
Internet and email. Deakin University uses online technologies in many aspects of teaching and learning,
student support, administration and general communication. As a Deakin student, you will rely heavily on
Deakin’s online facilities and services, and are expected to participate actively in the University’s online
communication networks by accessing the Deakin Portal and your Deakin email account on a regular basis.
Information on the portal and accessing your Deakin email account is available on the Software Essentials
DVD which is included in the Deakin University induction packs provided to all 1st year off-campus, new
off-campus and international students. All other students can pick up a free copy of the DVD from campus
Libraries, DSA, DUSA or the Disability Resource Centre.
Access to the University’s IT facilities is governed by the ‘Conditions of Information Technology Use’ (refer to
The Guide at: http://theguide.deakin.edu.au). Failure to comply may result in loss of access, charges being
payable and/or disciplinary proceedings.

Feedback from students

Towards the end of the teaching period you will be emailed a link to the Student Evaluation of Teaching and
Units (SETU) survey for this unit. I encourage you to complete this as the results are used to help assess
curriculum, teaching and assessment directions in this unit.

At the end of each semester we ask that you tell us what you thought of the unit and its teaching through the
SETU survey (Student Evaluation of teaching and Units). We encourage you to complete this as the results are
used to help assess and revise our curriculum, teaching and assessment. We take this exercise very seriously
and all of those involved in teaching the unit discuss the results of each survey. In general we have received
very positive reviews from students...so we know we are doing something right!
 
Over the last few years students have praised the general, over-viewing nature of the unit, commended the
lecturers and tutors and enjoyed the field element of the subject. Students have also told us that the library
resources and workload for this unit are OK. A few years ago some students noted that the quality of the unit

mailto:lcj@deakin.edu.au
http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/study-support/student-charter.php
http://theguide.deakin.edu.au/
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materials needed improvement and in response we produced the current Study Guide and Reader. More
recently students have asked for more clarity in the assessment tasks, sessions on sport and film and more
visual content in classes. We have responded to all of these suggestions in what and how we teach in the unit.
So we do listen and act on your evaluation. Please ensure that you tell us what you think this time via the
SETU system.

LEARNING RESOURCES 

Unit materials

The materials for this unit include:

This Unit Guide 1.
AIX290/390 Australia Today: An introduction to Australia. Study Guide and Readings – This MUST BE2.
BOUGHT FROM BOOKSHOP and is also available from the Deakin Library.
Other resources available via DSO3.

Deakin University Library 

A note from your Library: http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/
 
Take the Library with you 
Deakin University Library 
Many of the Library’s resources are online, so you can access them on campus, at home or at work – any day,
any time – via your computer or your mobile phone. The Library website is your hub for accessing unit
e-readings, academic journals, books, e-books, subject databases and websites that contain quality information
for this unit, giving you a distinct advantage with your assignments. The Library’s help services – in person or
via email, phone or instant messaging – will assist you to make the most of library services, and save you
valuable research time.
Your Library. Your Space.
http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/
Subject guides – for quality academic journals, databases and websites recommended by your liaison librarians.
http://deakin.libguides.com/
Links to your liaison librarian, help information and services.
http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/help/index.php
Access the library catalogue and key resources on your mobile phone.
http://m.library.deakin.edu.au

Prescribed texts

The Study Guide / Reader is prescribed. There is no other suitable text available for this unit.
In fact, wide library reading on the topics you choose to follow up is expected and encouraged.
One book which offers a systematic discussion of many topics in this unit is:
Carter, D., Dispossession, dreams and diversity: Issues in Australian studies French‘s Forest, NSW, Pearson
Education, 2006
It is available through the campus bookshop. Off campus students can place their order via one of the
following means:
On line: http://www.dusabookshop.com.au/   Fax: 03 55612726
Email: books4u@deakin.edu.au   Free call: 1800 686 681

http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/
http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/
http://deakin.libguides.com/
http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/help/index.php
http://m.library.deakin.edu.au
http://www.dusabookshop.com.au/
mailto:books4u@deakin.edu.au
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Further resources

Useful journals
Much of the recent material on Australia is to be found in journals and periodicals, and it is a good idea to
browse through the most recent issues regularly. Relevant journals will depend on the subject of an essay. The
list here includes a few relevant journals, mainly academic journals and cultural quarterlies.
Aboriginal History
Arena (publishes on social, political and cultural topics)
Journal of Sociology
Australian Cultural History
Australian Feminist Studies
Australian Geographical Studies
Australian Historical Studies
Australian Journal of Politics and History
Australian Journal of Political Science
Australian Journal of Social Issues
Australian Quarterly (now called AQ)
Geographical Research
Hecate (Women's history, literature and social issues)
Journal of Australian Studies

A note from the Unit Chair – Books exist and are useful!
Libraries also have books, relevant ones for your assignments. They can be found by catalogue searches (of
keyword, subject, author, title) and then by using your legs to walk along the relevant shelves. Deakin books at
other campuses can also be borrowed but it is necessary to allow some days for delivery. All essays must use
some books in their analyses and therefore their references.
Deakin Studies Online (DSO)
DSO is Deakin University‘s online teaching and learning environment which aims to enhance both on and
off-campus learning. DSO delivers web-based course material and assessment tasks and facilitates
communication and collaboration between staff and students. To log in to DSO open your browser and go to
http://www.deakin.edu.au/currentstudents. From here you log on using your Deakin username and password.

Teaching methods

Each topic will be addressed via a formal lecture followed by a tutorial discussion. The details of each topic is
given below. Students should ensure that they have read the material set for each topic and thought about the
Tutorial Questions as they will form the basis of discussion each session.
 
Topic 1:      Introducing – Australia Today                                                                    
Tutorial Questions 

What was your image of Australia before you came here? ●

What does Carroll suggest comprises Australian identity?●

Why do you think the ideal of the bush, the sportsman (sic) and the soldier have been so important in●

Australia? 
What is special about studying the Humanities and Social Sciences?●

What does it mean to be critical and analytical?●

How do you use sources like the internet? Books? Journal articles in your essays?●

Clarify the expectations you have about reading, writing, attendance, participation, assessment,●

excursions etc in this unit

Essential reading
Carroll, J. ‘The blessed country’ in P. Beilharz and R. Manne (Eds.) Reflected light: La Trobe essays Melbourne:
Black Inc.2006, pp. 21-38.

http://www.deakin.edu.au/dso/
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Topic 2:      Australian History                                                                                        
Tutorial Questions

Develop a time line with the major events in Australian history on it.●

What do you think are major themes informing Australian history? Who and what is included and excluded●

from such histories?
Compare this history briefly with that of your own country. What are the main differences and are there●

any similarities?
Why do you think there is such political interest in how Australian history is written and taught?●

Essential reading
Attwood, B, 2005, Telling the Truth about Aboriginal History, Allen and Unwin, Crows Nest, pp. 11-19.
Lucy Hart, 1852, ‘Letter to mother’, in Marian Aveling and Joy Damousi (eds), Stepping Out of History:
Documents of Women at Work in Australia, Allen and Unwin, North Sydney, 1991, pp. 41-45.
David Day, 1996, Claiming a Continent: a history of Australia, Harper Collins, Pymble, pp. 379-90.
 
Topic 3:      Multicultural Australia                                                                                
Tutorial Questions 

Why is immigration so important to Australia?●

How have the source regions changed and how has this influenced Australian society?●

Why is Australia described as a ‘multicultural’ society? Is this a fair description?  Why not a ‘melting pot’●

or a ‘mosaic’?
What is the link between immigration and national identity?●

What are Australia’s current immigration policies? Evaluate the rationale for the current government●

approaches to immigration and refugees.

Essential reading
Bell, J.  ‘Australia: state of fear’, The Age, Opinion, 27 January, 2006, p. 15.
Das, S. ‘Howard’s way: multiculturalism is out, assimilation is in’, 2006, The Age, Opinion, 27 January, p. 15.
Elder, C. ‘Immigration history’, in M Lyons & P Russell (eds), Australia’s history: themes and debates,
University of New South Wales Press, 2005, pp.98–115.
Jones, GW.‘White Australia, national identity and population change’, in L Jayasuriya, D Walker & J Gothard
(eds), Legacies of white Australia: race, culture and nation, University of Western Australia Press, Perth, 2003,
pp. 110–28.

Topic 4:      Australia and Asia        
Tutorial Questions 

What have been the main views of Asia held by Australians – in the 1850s, 1900, 1940s, and today? Why●

have these views changed?
Is Australia an Asian nation? What might this term mean in the future?●

 Essential reading
FitzGerald, S. ‘Can Australian society survive?’, Is Australia an Asian country?, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1997,
pp. 159–79.
Walker, D. ‘Survivalist anxieties: Australian responses to Asia, 1890s to the present’, Australian Historical
Studies, no. 120, October, 2002, pp. 319–30.

Topic 5: Sporting nation: Sporting culture                                                                   
Tutorial questions

What are the main sports played in Australia today? Why has this come about?●

What is the relationship between sport, leisure and national identity?●

Are different sports associated with different social groups in Australia?●

How has sport changed in the last 50 years in Australia?●
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It is often said that Australian’s are “sports mad”. Do you think this is true and how does the importance●

of sport in Australia compare to your own country? 

Essential reading
Alomes, S (& Jones, C) ‘Australian popular culture’, in G Forth (ed.), Contemporary Australian society, Deakin
University Press, Geelong, 1994, pp. 101–15.
Murray, B ‘ “Australian football”: the game of the noble savage or “rules as seen by a soccer man” ’, in
S Alomes & B Stewart (eds), High mark: Australian football and Australian culture: contemporary studies of
the great Australian game, Maribyrnong Press, Hawthorn, 1998, pp. 59–66.
Wilmoth, P 2000, ‘Spirit of the beach’, Age Saturday Extra, 18 March 2000, retrieved 23 October 2006,
 
Topic 6:      Indigenous Australia - Aboriginal Settlement and Un-settlement
Tutorial Questions 

How did Indigenous peoples live across the Australian continent before European contact●

What are some differences amongst Indigenous groups and why do they occur?●

What have been the main changes for Indigenous populations arising from British occupation?●

What is the current position of Indigenous peoples in the far north of Australia?●

Essential reading
Beckett, J. ‘Art and culture in unsettled Australia’, in S Kleinert & M Neale (eds), The Oxford companion to
Aboriginal art and culture, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 2000, pp. 81–92.
Keen, I.  ‘Aboriginal economy and society at the threshold of colonisation: a comparative study’, Before
Farming, vol. 3, no. 2, 2003, pp. 1–24.
 
Topic 7:      Australian Landscapes and Settlement                                                     
Tutorial Questions 

What are the major physical characteristics of the Australian continent?●

What are the main differences between Indigenous and European perceptions of far northern Australia?●

Why is Australia a highly urbanised country? ●

Essential reading
Baker, R. ‘Land is life: A cultural geography of Australian contact history’, in E. Stratford (ed), Australian
cultural geographies, Oxford University Press, South Melbourne, 31-46, 1999.
Forster, C., ‘Foundations’, in Australian cities. Continuity and change, Oxford University Press, South
Melbourne, 2-32, 2003.
 
Topic 8:      Australia Politics: A Distinctive Democracy                                               
Tutorial Questions 

How has the Australian colony changed from a colony to a constitutional monarchy over the last 200 years?●

What are the main features of the Australian political system? ●

What are some important recent challenges to Australia’s political system?●

How independent is Australia in 2008?●

Essential reading
Hirst, J. ‘Democracy’, in G Davison, J Hirst & S Macintyre (eds), The Oxford companion to Australian history,
Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1998, pp. 178–80.
Tiffen, R & Gittins, R. ‘Part-time work, job security, working hours, trade unions, patterns of industrial
relations, government outlays and taxation, components of taxation’, How Australia compares, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2004, pp. 78–91.
Australian Labor Party 2004, ‘Chapter 1—enduring Labor values’, Australian national platform and
constitution, paragraphs 1 to 12, retrieved 23 October 2006, <http://www.alp.org.au/platform/chapter_01.php
>.
Liberal Party of Australia 2003, ‘We believe’, Federal platform: The Liberal Party of Australia, pp. 4–5,
retrieved 23 October 2006, <http://www.liberal.org.au/documents/federalplatform.pdf>.

http://www.alp.org.au/platform/chapter_01.php
http://www.liberal.org.au/documents/federalplatform.pdf
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Australian Greens 2004, The charter and national constitution of the Australian Greens, retrieved 23 October
2006, <http://greens.org.au/aboutusfolder/aboutusfolder/charter_and_constitution>.

Topic 9: Australia in Film    
Tutorial Questions

What are some of the changing representations of Australia in Australian films over the last 20 years? ●

Do current Australian films show you the myths or the realities of contemporary Australia?  ●

Essential reading
Collins, F & Davis, T. ‘Stolen, lost and found in Rabbit proof fence’, Australian cinema after Mabo, Cambridge
University Press, 2004, pp. 133–51.
McFarlane, B. ‘Picnic at Hanging Rock’, Words and images: Australian novels into film, Heinemann Publishers,
Australia, 1983, pp. 39–55.
Topic 10:    The Anzac: War and National Identity                                                     
Tutorial Questions 

Who created the myth of the Anzacs out of the sacrifice and defeat of Gallipoli?●

How has Anzac changed its meaning over the last 50 years and why have these changes occurred?●

What is the meaning of Anzac today and why do you think young people are interested?●

Why did ‘War’, sacrifice and death become an important ‘myth’ for Australian national identity?  Single●

out one myth in your own country and consider an explanation for this.

Essential reading 
Dennis, P, Grey, J, Morris, E & Prior, R (eds) ‘Anzac legend’, The Oxford companion to Australian military
history, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1995, pp. 42–9.
Scates, B. ‘Testament of youth’, The ghosts of Gallipoli: revisiting the Anzac battlefields, History Council of
NSW, Royal Exchange, Sydney, 2005, pp. 19–26.
 
Topic 11:    The Lucky Country?                                                                                  
Tutorial Questions     

Is Australia a lucky country? Review a range of recent research on social inequality in Australia in your●

answer.
Who is poor in Australia today? Why are some groups in Australian society poorer than others? ●

Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Australian welfare state.●

 
Essential reading
Carter, D 2006, ‘Egalitarianism: ideals and outcomes’, Dispossession, dreams & diversity: issues in Australian
studies, Pearson Education Australia, French’s Forest, NSW, pp. 355–79.

Topic 12:    Gender Relations in Australia                                                                    
Tutorial Questions 

What are the main differences between women and between men in Australian society?●

What are some of the images associated with being male and female in Australia today?●

What are some of the major issues for contemporary women and men in Australia today? Do they highlight●

differences between men and women as much as their similarities? How do these issues compare with
those in your own country? 

Essential reading
Behrendt, L. ‘Law stories and life stories: Aboriginal women, the law and Australian society’, Australian
Feminist Studies, vol. 20, no. 47, pp. 245–54, 2004.
Walker, L 2003, ‘Car culture, technological dominance and young men of the working class’, in S Tomsen &
M Donaldson (eds), Male trouble. Looking at Australian masculinities, Pluto Press, Victoria, Australia,
pp. 40–68, 2003.

http://greens.org.au/aboutusfolder/aboutusfolder/charter_and_constitution
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Topic 13:    Global Australia                                                                                           
Tutorial  Questions  

What is globalisation and why is it occurring? ●

Will Australia develop or decline in the emerging global economy?●

What effects is economic restructuring and globalisation having on particular localities?●

Essential reading
Harwood, A.‘Indigenous sovereignty and Century Zinc’, in G Evans, J Goodman & N Lansbury (eds), Moving
mountains. Communities confront mining and globalisation, Contemporary Oxford Press, Sydney, pp. 74–89,
2001.
 
O’Connor, K, Stimson, R & Daly, ‘Geography and the worried country’, Australia’s changing economic
geography: a society dividing, Oxford University Press, South Melbourne, pp. 1–15, 2001
 
Wiseman, J 1998, ‘Onto the global racetrack? Globalising the Australian economy’, Global nation? Australia
and the politics of globalisation, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 40–55, 1998.

Unit calendar

 

Day/Date Times Topic/lecture/tutorial Field Site/Excursion

1
Wed.Jan 4

9.00
11.00
12.00
2.00

 
Orientation to Deakin and Australia (DI)
Welcome and Introduction to the Unit
Australian History - Lecture
Australian History - Tutorial
 

 

2
Thurs. Jan 5

10.00
12.00
2.00

Multicultural Australia - Lecture
Multicultural Australia - Tutorial
Private Study

 

3
Fri. Jan 6

10.00
12.00
2.00
3.00
4.00

 
Study Skills (Student Life)
Australia and Asia - Lecture
Australia and Asia - Tutorial
Sport in Australia - Lecture
Sport in Australia - Tutorial
 

 

Sat-Sun Jan 7 &
8

 Free Time
The Learn to Surf and Great Ocean Road trip- 2
days

 

4
Mon Jan 9

9.00-6.00
All day
excursion

           Excursion - Field Work
Depart Waterfront campus by Bus, Travel to
Melbourne and Return by Bus by 6.00pm

Melbourne Museum
(10.00-12.00)
Lunch Chinatown
Immigration Museum
(1.15-3.00)
MCG National Sports
Museum (3.15-5.00)

5
Tues Jan 10

10.00
11.00
1.00-4.00

 
Indigenous Australia - Lecture
Indigenous Australia - Tutorial
Excursion - Field Work
 

Visit to Narana Cultural
Centre (1.00-4.00pm)
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 6
Wed Jan 11
 

10.00
11.00
2.00
3.00

 
Australian Landscapes - Lecture
Australian Landscapes - Tutorial
Australian Politics - Lecture
Australian Politics - Tutorial
 

 

7
Thurs Jan 12

 
 
10.00-1.00
 
2.00-4.00
 

Film in Australia - Lecture and film showing
Student Presentations

 

8
Fri Jan 13

10.00
11.00
 
2.00
3.00

ANZAC and War - Lecture
ANZAC and War - Tutorial
 
The Lucky Country - Lecture
The Lucky Country - Tutorial
 

 Hand in Class Papers
by 5.00pm

Sat-Sun
Jan 14-15

Free Time
 Free Time
Work on Field Reports

 

9
Mon Jan 16

10.00
11.00
 
2.00
3.00

 Gender Relations in Australia- Lecture
Gender Relations in Australia - Tutorial
 
Global Australia - Lecture
Global Australia - Tutorial

 

10
Tue Jan 17

10.00  Advice on Field Reports and Final Essays
Hand in Field Report
Jan 17th by 5.00pm

11
Wed Jan 18

Private Study  Private Study  

 12
Thur Jan 19

 
4.00

Feedback on Field Reports
Advice on Final Essays

Final Essay Due Friday
Jan 20 at 5.00pm

 
16 to 24
February

EXAMINATION PERIOD (if this unit has an
exam include the following statement)
DO NOT arrange holidays or other activities
during this time as attendance at the exam
centre during this period is required

 

ASSESSMENT 

Assessment summary

Reading exercise and participation 500 words 20%, Field exercise 1500 words 30%, Essay 2000 words 50%

Assessment and task details

Students cannot do the same topic for the Field Work assignment and the Major essay. So, for example, you
cannot write about Sport or Australia and Asia for both.
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Details of each assessment task
 

Assignment No. 1 First Essay: Field Report 

Due: Tuesday January 17th
Length: 1500 words
Weighting: 30%

Each Field Report requires three things:
1. Careful note-taking detail of what you see (as also done by an anthropologist, journalist or social history
researcher);
2. An overall sense of the experience; and
3. Relevant research and background reading on the subject.
 
QUESTIONS.
Using the relevant discussion in your Study Guide, Reader, Further Reading and Excursion Briefings, as well
as your field notes, answer ONE of the following questions:
 

1. How does the Immigration Museum tell you about the history of multicultural Australia?
2. Discuss how the MCG National Sport Museum highlights the  social and economic importance of  sport in
Australia.
3. How does the presentation of Indigenous history in the Narana Cultural Centre and /or the Melbourne
Museum illustrate the current status of Indigenous people in Australia?

MARKING CRITERIA
What the Assessor will be looking for when marking
this assignment

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTE
 

Students will be required to read into their topics
and will be assessed on how well and widely they do
so. This includes library books as well as articles.

acquisition of, and ability to work with, a systematic
body of knowledge, based on the highest standards of
scholarship and research

The question asks students to relate a social group,
landscape feature and cultural activity to broader
social and economic relations in Australia. They will
be assessed on how well they make this conceptual
link.

understanding of the professional, social, economic and
cultural contexts of the discipline area

Students will be expected to work with a range of
materials and sources of information for this
assignment, including observations, graphical,
numerical and textual material

identifying, gathering, retrieving and working with
textual, graphic and numerical information

Results of field work, reading and reflection will be
presented in a written and possibly visual form

communication, orally and in written form, across a
range of contexts

Assembling the relevant information for this
assignment will be a test of personal organisation

personal organisation and management

Students may choose to work collaborative on this
question and will be travelling together and
interacting at each site. Group learning will be
integral to answering the question.

collaborative and team working

It is expected that a range of information from a
number of sources, including digital, will be utilised

harnessing information and communication technology
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Assignment No. 2 Major Research Essay

Due: Friday January 20
Length: 2000 words
Weighting: 50%
 
Choose one question:

1. Choose one major incident in Australia‘s past. Explain how this incident redirected Australia‘s social and
political development.
2. Critically discuss how one national identity myth is presented in two recent Australian films.
3. 'Australia is located in Asia but has never been part of Asia' Critically assess the validity of this statement
in relation to 20th century Australia.
4. Is Australia an egalitarian "lucky country" or is this more a popular myth? Your essay should weigh up the
evidence and present a position on this question.
5. What is 'multiculturalism' as a descriptor of Australia‘s migration and settlement policy? How has it
changed before, during, and after the Howard government?
6. 'Globalisation is not a process but a political and economic project that has advantages and disadvantages'
Discuss in relation to Australia since 1980.

MARKING CRITERIA
What the Assessor will be looking for when
marking this assignment

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTE
 

Each question requires engagement with a
systematic body of knowledge on the topic and its
use to answer a question – that requires research
including the use of library books as well as
articles.

acquisition of, and ability to work with, a systematic body
of knowledge, based on the highest standards of
scholarship and research

Some of the questions require students to delimit
and discuss the social and economic context of
Australia as well its culture

understanding of the professional, social, economic and
cultural contexts of the discipline area

 Students are expected to use both the set
readings as well as additional material they
gather for their chosen topic.

 identifying, gathering, retrieving and working with textual,
graphic and numerical information

Students will be assessed on how well they
answer the question and on how well they
construct their essay

communication, orally and in written form, across a range
of contexts

The organisation of an essay, strong introduction
and conclusion and logical progression will all be
part of the assessment.

personal organisation and management

It is expected that students will do some original
searching for relevant information in answering
their chosen question.

harnessing information and communication technology

Most questions require students to engage
critically with either set material or a question.

harnessing information and communication technology

Many of the set questions directly address the
issue of cultural diversity in Australia eg on White
Australia and multiculturalism

awareness of ethics, social responsibility and cultural
diversity

Many of the topics directly consider the place of
Australia in Asia and in a globalising world

appreciation of international perspectives in a global
environment
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Assignment No. 3 Reading exercise on one Reading and Tutorial Question

Due: Friday Jan 13
Length: 500 words
Weighting: 20% Which includes an attendance and presentation mark as well as a class paper mark
 
The mark here includes participation in the tutorial classes (5%). While levels of English skill and
cultural factors will be taken account of and adjusted for in this particular assessment, all students should be
prepared for classes and able to contribute to discussion as well as present their class presentation effectively.

In the first few classes, your tutor will discuss with you the topics for discussion over the trimester. Each
student will be required to nominate one topic on which they will prepare a presentation

It is also required that students attend at least 80% of their tutorials.
 
This presentation will be no more than 500 words in length, involve using one of the Essential or
Background readings and address one of the Tutorial Questions. Students will give a verbal
presentation that addresses this question and utilises their reading, lecture and other relevant material.

The 500 word summary of the reading and a statement connecting it to one of the tutorial topics, fully
referenced, is to be handed in by Friday Jan 13.
 

MARKING CRITERIA
What the Assessor will be looking for when
marking this assignment

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTE
 

Does the student offer a thorough summary
of the set readings? Does the student use
this reading to address the set question?

acquisition of, and ability to work with, a systematic body of
knowledge, based on the highest standards of scholarship and
research

If relevant to the set question, is the social,
economic and cultural context of Australia
addressed?

understanding of the professional, social, economic and cultural
contexts of the discipline area

Students will be using set readings for this
exercise

identifying, gathering, retrieving and working with textual,
graphic and numerical information

Skills of oral communication will be
assessed in this exercise

communication, orally and in written form, across a range of
contexts

Ability to organise material and present it in
a coherent manner will be assessed

personal organisation and management

Students will be expected to address a set
question which requires a critical use of the
reading

critical analysis, problem solving, and creative thinking

 A number of topics address cultural
diversity

awareness of ethics, social responsibility and cultural diversity

The interaction between International
Students in this unit through these
presentations fosters cultural
understanding

appreciation of international perspectives in a global
environment

International perspectives are explored in a
number of set topics and readings

appreciation of international perspectives in a global
environment

Assignment submission

Hardcopy assignment submission
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS

Assignments are to be submitted via the Assignment Box at (or near) the School of Architecture and●

Building main office at the Waterfront campus. 
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All assignments MUST be submitted with an assignment cover sheet that you can obtain from Student●

Connect: http://www.deakin.edu.au/studentconnect/.  
It is your responsibility to ensure that a signed personalised assignment cover sheet is attached to the●

correct assignment at the time you submit it to the School Office for assessment. Without it, your
assignment will not be accepted and will be returned to you for re submission. This will delay submission
of your assignment and may incur a penalty in assessment. 
The date that an assignment is received at the Support Office is treated as the assignment submission●

date. The assignment submission area is cleared at 5 pm every University working day. Assignments
deposited after 5 pm will be dated with the next day’s date. 
If you are submitting as part of a group assignment, each member of the group must print off their●

individual assignment attachment, sign it, and submit it with the group assignment. This will allow all
members of the group to monitor the progress of the assignment on Student Connect. On the top
assignment attachment, please nominate one person for the return of the group’s assignment.
Your teaching staff will advise you about the process for returning assignments as this can vary in●

different subjects. 

REMEMBER
Always keep a backup copy of your assignment! 

Assignment return and feedback

In setting assessment tasks that depend on feedback from a previous task, the due date will be set to ensure
that feedback can be provided in time for you to benefit from the feedback.
Assignments which are submitted on time will normally be assessed and returned to students within three
weeks of the due date of submission for the assessment item.
In circumstances where feedback cannot be provided within this timeframe a notice shall be placed on DSO
advising you of when you can expect feedback and the reason for the delay.
There will normally be no opportunity for resubmission of assignments. However students who feel that the
assessment of their work was unfair should contact the Unit Chair.

Late submission of assignments

Late submission will be penalised as follows:
 
Definition  
1.   “Working Day” means 9am – 5pm Monday to Friday

Rules
2.  Assessment tasks submitted after the advertised date of submission, without an approved extension being
granted, shall receive a penalty of five percent (5%) per day for each working day late.
 
3. No assessment task shall be accepted more than two (2) weeks after the advertised date of submission,
unless an extension has been granted or an application for Special Consideration has been submitted.

Procedure
4. Students submitting an assignment for which they have been granted an extension must clearly record both
the amended approval date for submission and the name of the approving staff member attached to the
relevant Assignment Cover Sheet for that assessment task. This can be done by attaching a copy of the email
approval for instance.
 
5. Where an application for late submission has not been negotiated prior to the advertised date of submission,

http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/studentconnect/
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late assessment tasks will only be accepted up until two (2) weeks after the due date. 
 
6. Where an assessment has been submitted late, the Unit Chair will endeavour to provide feedback to the
student in a timely manner.  However, the normal arrangement where work is returned to students within 15
working days of the assignment due date will be waived.

Assignment extensions

If you wish to seek an extension for an assignment, you will need to apply by email directly to your Unit Chair
(or where directed, Campus Coordinator) as soon as you become aware that you will have difficulty in meeting
the scheduled deadline but at least three days before the due date. Appropriate documentation should be
submitted in support of your application, such as a medical certificate. A maximum of 14 days can be normally
granted as an extension.
 
Please attach the Unit Chair’s email approval to your assignment when submitting it.

Special consideration

Special Consideration is only given in the case of serious and exceptional circumstances which are beyond the
student's control and these circumstances prevent the student from performing at their best for a particular
piece of assessment. In the first instance students should approach their Unit Chair or Faculty Student
Support Centre to discuss any concerns. In many circumstances an extension of time granted by the Faculty
may be sufficient to assist the student through their particular difficulty.
The reasons for application must be classified under one of the following categories: Medical; Compassionate;
or Hardship/Trauma. Students must provide evidence to support the reasons for their application; therefore all
applications for Special Consideration must be accompanied by appropriate documentation from a recognised
authority.
You can now apply for Special Consideration online. To access the application portal, log into Student Connect,
www.deakin.edu.au/studentconnect and click ‘Special Consideration’ on the left vertical (blue) menu. Read all
the information carefully and follow the prompts to submit your application. 

A Student User Guide is also available from this location. Further information is available from your faculty
campus office or student centres. 

An application for Special Consideration MUST be lodged NO LATER than three (3) University working days
after the assessment item's due date or the date of a scheduled examination. Students, who for very genuine
reasons are not able to apply online, must contact their Faculty Campus Office or Student Centre. The
hardcopy application form is not available to be downloaded.
Further information regarding Special Consideration can be found on the Current Students website located
http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/services/health/academic-success/special-consideration.php

ACADEMIC HONESTY AND MISCONDUCT 

Plagiarism, cheating and collusion

Plagiarism and collusion constitute extremely serious academic misconduct. They are forms of
cheating, and severe penalties are associated with them, including cancellation of marks for a
specific assignment, for a specific unit or even exclusion from the course.
 
The University’s definitions of plagiarism and collusion are as follows:

Plagiarism occurs when a student passes off as the student’s own work, or copies without●

http://www.deakin.edu.au/studentconnect
http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/services/health/academic-success/special-consideration.php
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acknowledgment of its authorship, the work of any other person. 
Collusion occurs when a student obtains the agreement of another person for a fraudulent purpose with●

the intent of obtaining an advantage in submitting an assignment or other work. 

 
Deakin University views plagiarism and collusion very seriously and may impose significant penalties. Under
its policy on plagiarism and collusion students are responsible for ensuring that:

they are familiar with the expected conventions of authorship and the appropriate use and●

acknowledgement of all forms of intellectual material relevant to their discipline;
work submitted for assessment is their own; and,●

they take all reasonable steps to ensure their work cannot be accessed by others who might seek to●

submit it, in whole or in part, as their own. 

 
Whenever you refer to another person’s research or ideas (either by directly quoting or by paraphrasing
them), you MUST acknowledge your source. If you are ever in doubt about how to properly cite a reference,
consult your lecturer or the Study Skills website at www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills.  There is also a great deal
of information on referencing and avoiding plagiarism at www.deakin.edu.au/referencing .
 
The University policy of plagiarism and collusion is available from The Guide http://theguide.deakin.edu.au/ .
Regulation 4.1(1)—Student Discipline also contains important information regarding academic misconduct.

Unauthorised collaboration

Unauthorised collaboration is a form of collusion. It involves working with others with the intention of
deceiving your markers about who actually completed the work. If you have collaborated with others in
preparing an individual assessment item, you must disclose this to your lecturer. Assignments will sometimes
be set as group work, but even in these cases generally you will still have to write up and submit your own
report.
If you have any doubt as to what constitutes authorised or unauthorised collaboration, consult with your
lecturer.

Penalties

The Assessment Panel or Faculty Academic Progress and Discipline Committee will impose a penalty on any
student who is found to have committed an act of academic misconduct such as plagiarism, collusion,
examination cheating or unauthorized collaboration. These penalties can include:
-          a reprimand
-          a fine up to $1000
-          allocation of a zero mark in the relevant task (or another such mark as is appropriate)
-          allocation of a zero mark in the relevant unit (or another such mark as is appropriate)
-          allocation of a zero mark in other units in which the student is enrolled
-          suspension of the student for up to one year
-          exclusion of the student for a minimum of one year.

Things you should never do

There are some activities that are never acceptable in the preparation of assignments at the tertiary level.
Students who engage in any of the following activities create some doubt in the mind of the reader that the
student's work is original. Many of these activities leave the student open to charges of plagiarism.
Students should never:

http://www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills
http://www.deakin.edu.au/referencing
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Submit an assignment without providing a list of references used.●

Copy one or more sentences from a reference source (book, journal, web page, etc.) without formatting●

and citing the material as a quotation.
Use data in the form of numbers, tables, graphs, diagrams or other images without citing the source of the●

material.
Use program source code, even if it is freely available in the public domain, without citing the source of●

the code.
Take material from reference material and paraphrase it (write it in your own words) without citing the●

source of the material.
Refer to another person’s idea without citing the source of the idea.●

ADVICE TO STUDENTS 

Assignment writing guide

 
Referencing and assignment writing
All work submitted MUST be properly referenced as outlined in the Guide to Assignment Writing and
Referencing. This is distributed free to all beginning students, may be purchased from the Deakin bookshop, or
can be downloaded from www.deakin.edu.au/referencing.
 
For other resources on assignment writing see the Study Skills website at www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills.

Succeed with your studies

Study skills
Studying at university requires particular academic skills that all students need to develop. For example, very
early in your studies, you may realise that you need to manage your time effectively because you have a lot of
‘free’ time. Also early on in a trimester, lecturers begin to mention assignments or essays. Again, knowing how
to ‘do an assignment’ is critical to getting good marks. For more information and resources to help with such
skills as planning your time, essay writing, effective reading, referencing and exam preparation, check the
Study Skills website at www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills
 
Further information
The Division of Student Life provides free on-campus academic skills workshops including: Organising and
Time Management Skills; How to Avoid Plagiarism; Working in Groups; Your First Assignment; Lectures and
Tutorials;and Writing University Assignments.
See www.deakin.edu.au/studentlife/academic-skills/workshops/index.php for further details.
 
Students with a health condition or disability
If you have a physical, sensory or learning disability or a medical or mental health condition that interferes
with your ability to achieve your academic goals, contact the Disability Resource Centre for advice and
assistance: http://www.deakin.edu.au/equity-diversity/disability-services.php

Attributes of a Deakin graduate

Attributes of a Deakin Graduate Statement  
All Deakin programs will encourage students to develop attitudes of intellectual curiosity and motivation for
independent thinking, autonomous learning and reflective professional and personal practice, and a
commitment to ethical and sustainable practices. Appropriate to its level of study and discipline composition,
each program will be designed to ensure that students develop their knowledge and understanding as well as

http://www.deakin.edu.au/referencing
http://www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills
http://www.deakin.edu.au/study-skills
http://www.deakin.edu.au/current-students/studentlife/academic-skills/workshops/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/studentlife/academic-skills/workshops/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/equity-diversity/disability-services.php
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a range of generic skills. These are described below.
 
Knowledge and understanding

understanding of, and the ability to work with, a systematic body of knowledge, appropriate to the focus●

and level of the qualification based on the highest standards of scholarship and research; and where
research is undertaken:
ability to initiate and formulate viable and relevant research questions●

contribution to new knowledge, or an original interpretation and application of existing knowledge●

understanding of the social, economic and cultural impact and application of their research, and its●

academic relevance and value
understanding of the professional, social, economic and cultural contexts of the discipline and related●

fields
understanding and appreciation of international perspectives in a global environment.●

awareness of environmental sustainability issues and the contribution of the field of study to address such●

issues
awareness of ethical issues, social responsibility and cultural diversity●

Skills

critical analysis, problem solving, and creative thinking●

identifying, gathering, evaluating and using information●

communicating effectively and appropriately in a range of contexts●

developing, planning and managing independent work●

working effectively as part of a team●

effectively using information and communication technologies●

applying knowledge learned in the program to new situations●

We have attempted to develop these various attributes through the assessment for this unit. Specifically:
 
 
Skills developed in the Reading exercise:

Ability to critically read and summarise a key article ●

Verbal presentation in a way that is engaging and informative ●

The ability to connect factual material to concepts and questions on Australia●

Skills developed and assessed in the First Essay – the Field Report:

The ability to "read" popular culture, sites and the Australian landscape ●

The ability to connect field observations to relevant scholarship ●

The ability to read and contrast different interpretations of the same event or phenomena ●

Develop skills in formal presentation of research●

Skills developed in the Major Essay:

The ability to critically select and use appropriate material to answer a question ●

The ability to present an essay in a scholarly way using an appropriate referencing system which●

acknowledges all "borrowed" words, points and ideas 
The ability to appropriately use computer based data bases and sources ●

Presentation of an argument in a logical, grammatical and coherent fashion●


